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AI driven iWorkflow enables quick
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extraction and identifies gaps
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Benefit to Customer
A global operation company wanted to identify
assets from various operation documents and
drawings in order to update asset system. IPS
iWorkflow Digitalization is designed to help
customers efficiently identify asset information
and tags on drawings and documents as well as
identify major gaps.
Applying IPS’s iWorkflow AI solution, IPS was
able to configure the solution in 5 days to extract
over 15,000 tagged items from a unit of operation
in a large site, identify many gaps &
inconsistencies in tagged and non tagged
equipment. When done manually this would have
taken 2 man-months, and costed 10x. To
complete the tagging extraction for the all assets
for the client, the estimated cost saving would be
1M$ and 2 years of schedule savings.
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Given the large number of documents, manually identifying all
tagging related asset information in such a large dataset
becomes almost impossible. This becomes a bottleneck for
digital transformation
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Operation companies are moving into digital asset
management system, and require more detailed asset
identification and linkage with documentation

IPS Solution
iWorkflow Digitalization integrates iDrawings and iDocuments Ai
solution, efficiently identifies asset tagging on all types of
documents, making it possible to extract data from a large data
set, and also helps customers to identify inconsistencies and
gaps in tagging assets.

15000 tagged equipment in 5 days
50% Cost and 80% time saving
Asset Tag Register

The Challenge
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Very often there are significant inconsistencies
or missing information in asset tagging and
identification due to historical engineering,
vendor management, or business consolidation
reasons

iWorkflow integrates IPS AI Solutions to automate business workflow
and replace majority of manual work. IPS AI technology extracts Asset
and operation data from different formats of drawings, datasheets, lists,
records, creates structured data linked through tag system. Automates
the data input into digital twin, engineering or scanned models. Enable
productivity gains of 2 to 10 times.
Please contact us contact@ips-ai.com for more information and visit our website
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2 ~ 10 X Productivity Gain
50 ~ 70% Schedule Saving
50 ~ 70% Cost Saving

www.ips-ai.com to request a demo

